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Abstract
This dissertation examines the barriers female firefighters face trying to advance through the ranks and the strategies they use to overcome these barriers. Despite the fact that women have been employed as career firefighters for nearly 40 years, their numbers have not reflected much growth or mobility through the ranks over this time period. The extant literature primarily focuses on issues faced by women attempting to enter the fire service, not what prevents them from advancing once they enter it. The study asks female firefighters to identify perceived obstacles to their advancement through the ranks and the strategies used to advance. A quantitative methods approach was taken for the dissertation. A survey was distributed online through the International Association of Women in Fire and Emergency Services over a period of one month (June 2013) and 224 female fire service members responded to the survey. Data from the survey, which included several open-ended questions, revealed several distinct perceived barriers to advancement. The data revealed findings related to: (1) mobility through the ranks, (2) perceived barriers to advancement, (3) strategies used to overcome these barriers, (4) educational practices of women in the fire service, and (5) the significant impact of organizational culture within the fire service. Multiple linear regression analysis demonstrated a statistically significant model determining that sexual harassment experience, coupled with total sexual discrimination experience and glass barrier variables predicted the number of promotions received in the current department. From a theoretical standpoint, the study confirmed that a glass ceiling does exist for women at the company officer (captain) level. It also identified how powerful organizational culture can be by providing one group with advantages while alienating others. It may come in the form of denied training requests, assignment to stations where limited experience can be gained, and denial of assignment to specialty teams - all of which may allow men to advance at faster rates than women. From a practical standpoint, the study offers insight into organizational culture and practices within the fire service that must be addressed by fire service leaders if diversity is ever to be truly achieved.
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